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Dear Friend
We, together with other stakeholders for Thameslink services on the Midland Mainline have just re have just
received an analysis from Thameslink that:
1. Provides information about current usage of Thameslink services
2. Confirms that weekend services will almost return to planned levels from May (with the missing element
being an improvement on the pre May 2018 service)
3. Details a number of other small changes to the Monday to Friday service
4. Consults on options for changes in the calling patterns of Thameslink Express services at St Albans,
Harpenden & Luton from May 2019. In connection with this, there is a meeting on 11 February.
5. Notes that further changes can be consulted on for December 2019
6. Confirms that the current timescale for East Midlands Trains (or successor) to return to Bedford & Luton is
December 2020).
In connection with this, we had a meeting in St Albans on Thursday 31 January and we have a survey for you to
complete to help us understand which choices we should ask for and to help us with trade-offs – for instance, which
matters more an available seat of frequency, should we be seeking the best x changes for Harpenden travellers, or
just as many services as possible, even if the preferred one doesn’t change. Please also ask friends, work colleagues
etc who you know travel between Thameslink MML stations and Central London to complete this survey.
The survey can be accessed here: http://www.surveymoz.com/s/JVJUT/ – and will now remain open until 11am
Sunday 10 February.
More on this – and other updates below.
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The ‘state of nation’
Mondays to Fridays
We are now back to where we should be post the announcement of the Thameslink Express changes:
1. The full Monday to Friday timetable is in place, with the final piece of the jigsaw, the overnight services
returning on Monday 7 January.
2. The small changes resulting from the decision to phase the total service growth for both Midland Mainline
(ML) East Coast Mainline (ECML) [ex Great Northern] routes over 2 years have been introduced for the MML.
This provides a handful more semi fast services and changes another handful of fast services to 12 carriages.
On the MML, going forward, changes that will happen will either be (1) incremental / small, to deal with specific
issues; (2) as a result of the Consultations referred to above; or (3) consequent to the return of EMT to Bedford &
Luton in the peak, no earlier than December 2020 (see below). At this point the Thameslink Express services will
revert to their original planned calling pattern and stations like Harpenden will get the promised service increases.
On the ECML, there will be significant change continuing as additional services switch from serving Kings Cross to
running through Central London to destinations south of the River.
Whilst performance is improving it is still problematic in some areas. Thameslink commented recently:
On the whole, the introduction of the additional services has progressed smoothly with performance this
week slightly better than last week and better than the same period last year:
GTR

Period 9

Period 10 Period 10
PTD
last year

PPM

79.0

79.5

PPM AM Peak

69.2

77.8

PPM PM Peak

64.0

69.0

77.0

Although we have had some challenging infrastructure, trespass, fleet and crew incidents, these are not
timetable related.
In particular there are high rates of infrastructure on the Brighton Main Line and too many decisions made in control
(eg on Skip Stopping) seem not to take passenger impact into account ~ in particular I don’t think there is enough
focus on capacity.
Weekends
Here, we are still a long way short of the planned service levels; with 6 rather than 10 services per hour on Saturdays
– fast services reduced by 50% and Luton Rainham services not running north of Kentish Town. Stations such as
Luton and Harpenden suffer a 66% service reduction and St Albans a 40% reduction. On Sundays, the reduction is
50% – 4 of 8 services are not in place (the loss being 2 fast services, and again, the Rainham services not running
north of Kentish Town).
The service reductions are linked to late notice of engineering work by Network Rail. The Thameslink view being
that they can make all the necessary changes in the shorter time available with a 6/4 train service per hour, whereas
with 10/8 trains per hour, this is impossible.
As noted above, Thameslink have stated that other than the Luton – Rainham Sunday services, the full weekend
service will return from the May 2019 timetable change
We also hear from time to time about seemingly bad service recovery and other decisions made by Thameslink
Control – eg not seeming to recognise the planned service interval – skip stopping a service that is 10 minutes late in
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a 15 minute interval service is one thing; but it is far more painful for passengers when there is a 30
minute interval service.
Areas of focus in 2019
There are, I think six broad areas where we want to focus:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Thameslink Express services
Weekend services
Incremental timetable changes
Performance
Ticketing: Smart Card functionality
Fares – RPI vs CPI

Thameslink Express services
Background
To recap, Thameslink introduced Thameslink Express services as a substitute for Bedford & Luton as a result of East
Midland Trains’ decision to not stop at Bedford and Luton during peak hours. Originally there were 6 TL Express
Services in the morning and 6 in the evening; from the December timetable change the last one in the evening
returned to its original calling pattern, adding stops at Harpenden and Flitwick; this was due to very light loadings as
the final East Midlands decision on calling patterns added the first post peak Bedford stop soon afterwards.
The overall impact of omitted EMT Service calls and Thameslink Expresses is as follows:
1. An increase in the journey time for the fastest services to/from Bedford in the peak (to 47 minutes from
34/40 minutes). The fastest Luton journey time increases by around 3 minutes.
2. Noticeable service reductions at Harpenden, Flitwick, and, to a lesser extent, Leagrave compared to the
intended Thameslink service pattern
3. A reduction in available seats at all Thameslink stations, either directly because of transferring EMT
passengers, or as a second order consequence as a result of Thameslink passengers changing their habits
because of displaced Bedford and Luton travellers.
4. No comfortable trains for Bedford and Luton passengers.
What have we been up to?
As regards Thameslink Express Services, the APTU focus has been on information gathering and trying to build a wide
view that change is necessary. In particular:
1. We have put together an ‘Infographic’ to set out the possible areas where changes could be made that
would either directly lead to better Thameslink services or lead to earlier return of EMT services to Bedford
and Luton, which in turn would allow Thameslink Express services to finish. The infographic’s purpose is to
set out some context, the key factors which set the dates for EMT service return and possible areas for
lobbying for change. It isn’t designed to set out what change we would actually like – see below.
a. A key part of the Infographic is to highlight that EMT service changes would have benefits to stations
other than Bedford and Luton – getting EMT changes based on Bedford and Luton impacts alone is, I
suspect, a very big ‘ask’.
2. We are supporting the work by St Albans Council, which has accepted a petition that it should work to seek
improvement in services – see the Council Meeting Minutes and Agenda and the Herts Advertiser Article.
3. We are seeking to gather as much information as we can on the current usage of East Midlands Trains
services, specifically:
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a. We are pressing them to update their seat availability data on their website (it currently
shows the pre May 2018 state).
b. I have submitted various Freedom of Information requests on the Department for Transport, leading
to a combination of refusals to disclose and statements that they don’t hold the information (on this,
it is ‘of interest’ that they do not have information on the actual impact of the EMT timetable
changes).
4. Pressing Thameslink to release their Passenger Count data, which they have just done – see below.
The Thameslink consultation
Thameslink have released a Consultation Document setting out options for change. As a preface, they comment:
As you will be aware a new timetable structure was introduced throughout the Govia Thameslink
Railway (GTR) network in May 2018. As part of the timetable change, East Midlands Trains (EMT)
removed Bedford and Luton from their Morning and Evening Peak long distance services. In order to
compensate for this loss of fast services from Bedford and Luton, the Department for Transport
requested that GTR introduce a partial replacement Thameslink service. This change resulted in a
reduced number of fast services from Flitwick, Leagrave and Harpenden than was originally intended
from May 2018. The decision was made in November 2017.
This decision has created some adverse reactions, notably from Bedford (impacted by longer journey
times in comparison to the former journey time offered by EMT) and Harpenden (from the reduction in
frequency and capacity). There have been numerous meetings (private and public) attempting to address
the issue however unfortunately there is no way to simply add Harpenden (or any other station) onto
these trains in isolation whilst keeping a headline journey time to and from Bedford. Equally there is no
solution to reintroduce EMT peak services at Bedford or Luton until December 2020.
The Thameslink document is very much focused on options for May 2019, where changes can still be made in the
calling patterns of Thameslink Expresses.





For May 2019, there is an ‘absolute’ limitation is that they can only have two stops between Bedford and
London – the choice is which two of three choices of Luton (Town), Harpenden & St Albans they should be
[on a train by train basis].
For December 2019, a wider range of options is still on the table, but will not be considered in the January /
February round of activity.
The consultation document also details finalised changes for May 2019:
o The return of most weekend services [see below]
o The change of the last Thameslink Express service in the morning to the originally intended calling
pattern

I continue to analyse the document, but there are a number of important underlying messages:
1. In the morning, Thameslink Express services load very well from Bedford (eg leaving there with 70% of seats
occupied) and leave St Albans
marginally less loaded (by around a
handful of passengers per carriage)
than other services (this is probably
not statistically significant).
2. In the evening, Thameslink Express
services still load better to Bedford
than other services (eg arriving c 45%
full), but in comparison the morning
peak, definitely relatively less used. St
Pancras departures are again
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3.
4.

5.

6.

marginally less loaded (by around a handful of passengers per carriage) than other services
(again, this is probably not statistically significant)
In the morning, there are just under 50% more travellers from Harpenden than Luton, with St Albans being
around 2½ times the Luton numbers
In the evening, there are just under
20% more travellers to Harpenden
than Luton, with St Albans being
around 2 ¼ times the Luton numbers
Semi fast services (Luton / St Albans &
stations to Mill Hill Broadway) load
very well, with standing routinely
required from Elstree (note: on these
services, journey time Elstree to St
Pancras on a semi-fast service is the
same as St Albans to St Pancras on a fast service.
The relatively lower use of Thameslink Express services in the evening gives good reason to look at their
future for December 2019 and we will seek such a consultation.

Conclusions: So far
The initial / tentative conclusions so far are:
1. That all Thameslink Express services should continue to call at St Albans for the following three reasons:
a. Demand at St Albans is the highest by a significant amount
b. There are already significant safety concerns at St Albans with crowded platforms, a single foot
bridge etc
c. Significant knock on effects can be expected for passengers Radlett to Kentish Town as St Albans
passengers switch to these services
2. It isn’t equitable that all TL Express services call at Luton and none at Harpenden as demand from Harpenden
is significantly more. We need to carry out more analysis – and listen to members thoughts, but it seems
logical at this stage that the majority of the TL Express station calls move from Luton to Harpenden.
a. The consultation document identifies 3 services per peak that might move. We have asked why the
other two are not under consideration and await an answer.
Next steps
Stakeholder Groups will be attending a meeting on Monday 11 February to present their ‘requests’; in advance of
that, APTU would like member input in two ways:
1. We had a meeting in St Albans on Thursday 31 January.
1. We would like you to complete a survey to help us understand which choices we should ask for and to help
us with trade-offs – for instance, which matters more an available seat of frequency, should we be seeking
the best x changes for Harpenden travellers, or just as many services as possible, even if the preferred one
doesn’t change. Please also ask friends, work colleagues etc who you know travel between Thameslink
MML stations and Central London to complete this survey. The survey can be accessed here:
http://www.surveymoz.com/s/JVJUT/ – and will remain open until 11am Sunday 10 February.
Separate to all the above we (together with the Bedford Commuters Association), other Rail stakeholders and St
Albans Council continue to explore options for an early return of East Midlands Services to Bedford.
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Weekend services
As outlined above, most of the weekend timetable is due to be restored from the May timetable change. Still
outstanding from that time will be the Sundays Luton to Kentish Town portion of the Luton to Rainham service. We
have asked Thameslink what the plans are to reinstate this service.
In the interim, we will lobby for increases in frequency at the busiest times, such as Saturday mornings and on the
busiest weekends and also follow up on any particularly (apparently) bad service management decisions.
What should we do?
My suggestion is that:
1. APTU will, together with the BCA (subject, of course, to their agreement) write to remind Thameslink of the
passenger benefits from earlier reintroduction of weekend ‘crowd busters’ and an enhanced service on the
busiest days.
2. Please let APTU know of (1) any particular service that is particularly crowded / has noticeable numbers
standing; and (2) of any service recovery and other decisions that had a bad impact on passengers. Email us,
mention us in a Tweet (@ThameslinkUsers) or use the Hashtag #WeekendTLRailFail.
Incremental timetable changes
Over and above the Thameslink Express centred changes covered above, we can / should lobby for smaller changes
to the timetable to better match capacity to demand. The areas I am most aware of are:
1. The possibility of extra West Hampstead Thameslink stops being added to fast services during peak hours.
Unfortunately this is not as simple as swapping the recovery time mentioned below for the time needed for
a West Hampstead stop for the reasons outlined below.
2. Speeding up all stations and Mill Hill and stations north thereof services.
3. A slight speeding up of Thameslink fast services between St Albans and London. To recap, recovery time in
the timetable (to allow for slightly late running for southbound services) has moved from the Blackfriars area
to just north of St Pancras. This is to increase the likelihood that trains present themselves on time at St
Pancras – something that will be very important once the full 24 trains per hour are in place. Achieving this
will be complex – often an East Midlands Service is nearby – for instance often an EMT service is scheduled
to pass West Hampstead (southbound) just after a Thameslink service has crossed to the slow lines; thus
simply starting the journey a few minutes later or adding a West Hampstead stop isn’t a simple, isolated
change as EMT have to make changes if they are to avoid extended journey times.
What should we do?
Please let me know of changes you would like to see happen.
Performance
I believe that the performance issues have a number of broad themes:
1. High rates of infrastructure failure and congestion on the Brighton Mainline.
2. Network’s late notice of weekend engineering work (see above).
3. Intermittent wrong decision making in Thameslink Control, particularly on skip stopping and capacity
provision.
The Brighton Mainline is subject to a large investment programme to improve capacity - do note this includes
weekend closures and a nine day closure this forthcoming half term. Separately, there is a proposal for very
significant improvements at East Croydon (this, however, will take many, many years). We will comment as the
opportunity arises, but as an ‘out of area’ interested party our influence will be small.
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As with the weekend services, I hear of occasional decisions by Thameslink Control that apparently have
an excessive passenger impact – for instance delivering extended gaps, or not giving enough allowance for capacity
impacts – for instance stopping a 12 carriage service calling at St Albans & Harpenden can cause very significant
overcrowding on the following service. Just because that is due to arrive within a few minutes, there are still
considerable passenger benefits in retaining the stops.
It is only fair to acknowledge that sometimes the decision is correct, when taking into account the wider impact – for
instance limitations on driver hours, the need to get a drivers to their next train etc, and Thameslink are also limited
by a Network Rail rule whereby a Thameslink Train will only be allowed on to the fast line all the way to Bedford if it
makes just one stop en-route. Typical Thameslink practice is to retain any Luton Airport Parkway stops in the
service; something I think reasonable as (1) Some passengers will not be normal Thameslink travellers; and (2) the
impact on them if they miss their flight.
What should we do?
Please let APTU know of any service recovery and other decisions that had a bad impact on passengers. Email us,
mention us in a Tweet (@ThameslinkUsers) or use the Hashtag #TodaysTLRailFail.
Ticketing: Smart Card functionality
At present, Smart Card functionality availability is somewhat limited. The following are available:
1. Any type of Season Ticket that for commute that involves GTR and Travelcard zones 1-6 only
2. Standard Class Adult Return and Single tickets to GTR destinations, on a ‘Pay as you Go’ basis.
At present, Key Smartcard usage generally offers convenience – for instance, there is no need to visit a ticket office
or ticket machine and the card is much more reliable (and faster) when using barriers, particularly on TfL. It only
offers a financial benefit in one specific circumstance: When using off-peak tickets and being unsure of return travel
time – the fare calculated will be Off-Peak or Super Off-Peak dependent on your actual journey time.
My personal experience of Smartcard based fares has been good, and definitely preferable to a paper ticket; a slight
downside of using it for both Season Tickets and having KeyGo set up for Pay as You Go is the need to remember to
tap in/out on every journey and to go on-line to record missing taps (occasionally because I forgot and occasionally
because of system glitches).
There are two material short falls in functionality:
1. No current recognition of Railcards. We are told that it is intended to address this; the core issue is a need
to change the Ticket Office Ticket Issuing Application in order that functionality is available to staff to be able
to record that a Railcard and Key Smart combination has been presented.
2. The lack of a Carnet like feature. It seems that this is more down to political will than Thameslink. It is not
clear to me why this should be, given that day to day use of Carnets is so problematic. I hear that fraudulent
travel rates are relatively high, which means that legitimate users suffer from the steps Thameslink take to
prevent fraudulent use (barriers are often set to refuse them). It is possible that there are worries about
revenue loss (as some people avoid them due to the hassles described), but this really isn’t a fair / equitable
decision
On the good news front, TfL’s Oyster is coming to Radlett, St Albans, Harpenden, Luton Airport Parkway and the
Luton Airport shuttle bus – other than ‘early 2019’, dates and ticket types & prices etc are not known. See the BBC
article. An article on Surrey Live reports that there will not noticeable fare change – this is consistent with my
expectations. An important benefit might be that Oyster fares provide Railcard discounts more quickly than KeyGo.
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What should we do?
As a first step, APTU will follow up to get additional detail, including timescales on the above; with greater clarity, we
can then contemplate the usual options (press releases, MP letters etc.
Fares – RPI vs CPI
As you are no doubt aware fares increased by an average of 3.1% in earlier this month. To recap:
1. Nationally, the rate of increase for regulated fares (in our world, peak tickets and season tickets) is set by the
Government, rather than the TOC; TOCs have a very limited room to vary individual fares, whilst still
achieving the government set average increase. TOC’s do set unregulated fares, such as short distance offpeak tickets and Advance tickets).
2. For Thameslink (and the rest of the GTR Franchise), all revenue goes direct to the Department for Transport,
so they will have approved all fares – and very much set the direction of travel for off-peak fares.
3. For January 2019, on a one off basis, the Government refused suggestions that the fares increase should be
skipped for Thameslink passengers, on the basis of our awful year’s travel, observing that we have already
been directly compensated (which emphasises the need for Thameslink to be creative on the nature of
documentation allowable to support a claim).
4. The Government has chosen to continue to use RPI, a now largely obsolete measure of inflation, rather than
CPI.
This is a national issue where we can hopefully assist by influencing local MPs, as it is a political matter which choice
(RPI or CPI) is in use. A recent report by the House of Lords Economic Affairs Committee gave this summary “The
Committee finds that the UK Statistics Authority is at risk of being in breach of its statutory duties on the
publication of statistics, by refusing to correct an error that it openly admits exists in the Retail Prices Index
(RPI).” This results in RPI being higher than CPI by around 0.8% per annum. Amongst other recommendations are
the need to avoid ‘Index shopping’.
More generally, the campaigning effort on a National scale emphasises both the inconsistency / unfairness of
increases based on RPI and also the decision to leave fuel duty for Road Users unchanged and whilst at the same
time increasing rail fares. More in a recent Railfuture Press Release.
What should we do?
I reckon that at this time, we need to place this on hold; we have many things we want MPs and Politicians to do;
rather we should hold off on this until April or so and then get active. At that time, please write to your MP to
complain about the continued use of RPI for setting Rail Fare increases; at the same time, I recommend you highlight
the continued freezing of duty increases on Road fuel.
Quick questions
Three items on which we would like a member perspective on – how important, how much pain etc:
APNR in Thameslink Car Parks
Thameslink operate APNR (Automatic Number Plate Recognition) systems in most of their car parks. A benefit for
those who have registered and intend to park, it can catch out those who come to collect travellers from the train,
who might end up waiting in the car park longer than the cut off time before payment is expected.
We asked Thameslink for a comment and they observed:
To clarify the wait time is officially 20 minutes for pick up drop off as advertised, this is considered
sufficient time for this activity and is standard across the GTR network.
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We have advised Indigo [the car park operators] to take a practical approach in issuing tickets e.g.
if there is a flurry of people appealing tickets at the same location and stating a delayed train as the
reason for being there and we are happy to support on this with them. We understand that often things
happen on the railway that are often outside of the control of our passengers and people who may be
collecting them from stations.
We have also worked to put in place a secondary appeals process for car park users after POPLA decided
to no longer offer this function last year. ITAL is available to all passengers.
What should we do?
Please let me know of any particular problems you have experienced.
Timetable Booklets
We believe that some customers would like to have a full timetable booklet rather than the fold up variety that GTR
make available to their customers. We think people find it handy to have a booklet format to keep at home for
reference. Thameslink say that their timetables are often only used once and then thrown away or lost. They think
that the fold up ones are easy to slip into your pocket for quick reference while on the move and comment that they
are cheaper to produce. We think that many people and particularly older people would appreciate a booklet as they
are easier to handle and to read. In order to reduce waste, we think it sensible that timetable booklets should be
given to customers when specifically asked for at booking offices.
What should we do?
If you have a view on this, please do let Adrian Slimmon know.
Queuing at Booking Offices
We regular hear that standing in a queue at the booking office waiting to buy a ticket can be frustrating, especially
when there are not enough positions open. There are occasions when one customer wants to make travel enquiries
possibly for another day. This can take quite a time and the queue for tickets gets longer.
Another frustration when there is a noticeable queue is to see a blind pulled down closing that position. There could
be several good reasons for ticket office clerks to leave their positions.
What should we do?
If you have a view on this, or any particularly bad experiences, please do let Adrian Slimmon know.
AGM 2018 questions: Answers
If you asked a question at the 2018 AGM, we have received an Answer from Thameslink.
Brief news updates
Compensation Claims
1. The deadlines for compensation claims for the May timetable melt down has now been extended to 31
January (this is for both Season ticket and day ticket users). Transport Focus commented on this that
"nearly a fifth of passengers (18 per cent) had incorrectly ruled themselves out, often because anxiety
around their eligibility had undermined their willingness to claim and 11 per cent said that they had not
heard about the compensation at all.” If you have doubts about the quality of evidence you have available
or are struggling to persuade Thameslink that your evidence is sufficiently robust, do get in contact.
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TOC Complaints ~ Appeal process
2. A formal process to appeal TOC decisions is now available via the newly established Rail Ombudsman. They
are an independent organisation who “listen to both sides to find out if we can find a solution that you
can both agree to. If that’s not possible, we are empowered to make decisions which are binding on
service providers, this means that they have to comply with our decisions”. Critically, they can only
become involved after Thameslink (or other relevant TOC, or Network Rail, for their managed stations) has
failed to resolve the matter to the complainant’s satisfaction after 40 working days [or provided a deadlock
letter earlier than this]. More at the Transport Focus website.
Ways of making a complaint
3. My research on the item immediately above bought the Resolver service to my attention. This is operated in
partnership with Transport Focus (and in association with MoneySavingExpert.com). They describe
themselves as “We are an entirely independent issue-resolution tool that enables the raising and
handling of consumer issues, making complaining simpler for everyone.” Its website notes that it
“Explains your rights to you” … “Helps you prepare your emails”… “Creates a case file for you”.
 I would be interested in any experience anyone has of using this service.
 Do note that the service works outside the rail industry as well as within. To see if other TOCS or
non-rail organisations use it, start at their home page.
Brighton Mainline Closure – 16 to 24 February
4. A reminder that this is occurring, with no services south of Three Bridges (which is south of Gatwick). More
at the dedicated website.
Access for All update
5. Another round of ‘Access for All’ funding will be announced this year. This is the pot of money that provides
for most Station lifts etc. The broad situation on Thameslink North is as follows:
 Funded by Access for All: St Albans, Harpenden, Elstree & Borehamwood
 Ring Fenced Access for All for future delivery: Luton
 Credible candidates for this times funding (of which no more than one is likely to succeed): Leagrave,
Mill Hill Broadway & Kentish Town
 Funded as part of new station: Luton Airport Parkway
Class 319s – coming full circle?
6. The Class 319 units that used to operate on Thameslink have another potential use: Rail Operations Group
are planning to use the ‘Flex’ version (this is the one fitted with diesel engines) for shipping parcels – for
those of us who have travelled on Thameslink a long time, this is a bit of a ‘blast from the past’ | I recollect
some Class 319s fitted with a lockable section at one end for the use of Royal Mail. More in this article in
The Times (subscription / registration required).

Regards
Neil
Neil Middleton
27 January 2019

